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Speech requires time. How much time often depends on the amount of labor the brain has
to perform in order to retrieve the linguistic information related to the ideas we want to
express. Although most psycholinguistic research in the ﬁeld of language production has
focused on the net result of time required to utter words in various experimental condi-
tions, over the last years more and more researchers pursued the objective to ﬂesh out
the time course of particular stages implicated in language production. Here we critically
review these studies, with particular interest for the time course of lexical selection. First,
we evaluate the data underlying the estimates of an inﬂuential temporal meta-analysis on
language production (Indefrey and Levelt, 2004). We conclude that those data alone are
not sufﬁcient to provide a reliable time frame of lexical selection. Next, we discuss recent
neurophysiological evidence which we argue to offer more explicit insights into the time
course of lexical selection. Based on this evidence we suggest that, despite the absence
of a clear time frame of how long lexical selection takes, there is sufﬁcient direct evidence
to conclude that the brain initiates lexical access within 200ms after stimulus presenta-
tion, hereby conﬁrming Indefrey and Levelt’s estimate. In a ﬁnal section, we brieﬂy review
the proposed mechanisms which could lead to this rapid onset of lexical access, namely
automatic spreading activation versus speciﬁc concept selection, and discuss novel data
which support the notion of spreading activation, but indicate that the speed with which
this principle takes effect is driven by a top-down signal in function of the intention to
engage in a speech act.
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INTRODUCTION
Speaking is one of the most practiced psycho-motor skills in
humans.Infact,wearesowellpracticedinitthatitseemswepro-
duce language almost effortlessly. However, even in order to utter
a single word, a speaker must carry out and orchestrate a num-
ber of mental operations such as retrieve and select the concept
she/he intends to express, translate it into the appropriate word
andsounds,andpreparethearticulatoryapparatusinvolvingover
200muscles(e.g.,Dell,1986;Levelt,1989;Caramazza,1998;Levelt
et al.,1999). Moreover,the space to choose the words from is large
with the storage of thousands of different lexical entries linked to
different meanings. Despite the sophisticated nature underlying
speech production,we are able to utter about three words per sec-
ondwhilesolelyproducingaboutoneerrorevery1000words(e.g.,
Levelt, 1989).
These observations call into mind two questions which will be
the focus of the current review, namely “exactly how fast do we
access words from the mental lexicon?” and “what is the mecha-
nism that makes rapid lexical selection possible?”. Answering the
ﬁrst question is our main objective, and to do so we will walk
throughthechronometricevidenceonspeechproductioninorder
todeterminewhetherwehaveareliableestimateof whenthebrain
engages in lexical selection and how long the process lasts. To this
end, we will critically review the studies that constitute the basis
of the temporal model of speech production proposed by Inde-
frey and Levelt (2004; see also Indefrey, 2011). Next, some more
recent explorations into the time course of lexical selection will
be discussed and contrasted with Indefrey and Levelt’s work. To
advance upon the conclusion of this part,we will argue that there
issufﬁcientevidencegatheredbynowindicatingthatlexicalaccess
inpicturenaminginitiateswithin200msafterstimulusonset,just
aspredictedbythemeta-analysisof IndefreyandLevelt(2004).At
the same time,we will argue that a similar reliable estimate for the
duration of lexical selection is still lacking. Finally, in a last and
more concise part, some recent ﬁndings concerning the mecha-
nism responsible for this rapid initiation of lexical access will be
reported, addressing the second question.
HOW FAST DOES THE BRAIN ACCESS WORDS FROM THE
LEXICON?
INDEFREY AND LEVELT’S TEMPORAL MODEL OF SINGLE WORD
PRODUCTION
Ingeneral,psycholinguistsagreethatutteringawordentailsatleast
four mental operations prior to actual articulation (see Figure 1;
e.g., Fromkin, 1971; Garrett, 1975; Bock, 1982; Dell, 1986; Levelt,
1989;DellandO’Seaghdha,1992;Roelofs,1992,1997;Caramazza,
1997; Levelt et al., 1999). The ﬁrst one, conceptual processing,
refers to the retrieval of the semantic information behind the idea
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FIGURE 1 | Simple and schematic model of object naming.
wewanttoexpresswhichtheparsercanmapontoaspeciﬁcword.
Thesecondoperationislexicalselection,whichreferstothesearch
andselectionwithinthementallexiconofthesyntacticalandmor-
phological properties of words. Thirdly, phonological encoding
can be deﬁned as the retrieval of the sounds corresponding to the
word(s) we want to utter. And ﬁnally, during motor preparation
anarticulatoryprogramisspeciﬁedwhichenablesustoeventually
produce the intended word. In 2004 Indefrey and Levelt (hence-
forthreferredtoasI&L)publishedacomprehensivemeta-analysis
regarding the spatial and temporal signatures of these core oper-
ations involved in single word production. For our purposes we
willleavethebrainsourcesasideandfocusonthechronometry.In
their study, which can be considered as the ﬁrst systematic explo-
ration of the time course of language production, the authors
integrated all temporal evidence available at that moment. As a
result of this analysis the following map emerged for an average
naming latency of 600ms:object recognition and conceptual pro-
cessing:0–175ms;lexicalselection(lemmaretrieval):175–250ms;
morphological encoding (lexeme retrieval): 250–330ms; syllabi-
ﬁcation (post-lexical phonological encoding): 330–455ms; motor
programming and articulation onset: 455–600ms.
A clear strength of this meta-analysis is that it bridged recent
neuroscientiﬁc evidence with an important psychological model
of speech production (Roelofs, 1992, 1997; Levelt et al., 1999).
This offers a framework to explore concrete predictions of when
the brain will engage in a certain type of linguistic operation.
However, without reducing the merit of I&L’s work, one must be
cautious how to use this map. For instance, various recent studies
have explicitly relied on I&L’s meta-analysis to interpret temporal
data in terms of processing stages (e.g., Christoffels et al., 2007;
Habets et al., 2008; Laganaro et al., 2009, 2010; Dell’acqua et al.,
2010; Aristei et al., 2011). Nevertheless, when doing so, one must
recall that the temporal map of I&L is still hypothetical. This is
because of two independent reasons: (1) On the methodological
side, most of the evidence on which I&L’s work is based stems
from studies which did not involve speech production. Further-
more, as we will discuss later, the complexity associated with the
methodology of these empirical studies allows for several alterna-
tive interpretations, some of which may have little interest from
the perspective of language production. (2) On the theoretical
side,boththetemporalmapof I&Landsomeof thechronometric
studies on which it is based used the speech production model of
Levelt et al. (1999) as a starting point to funnel the assignment
of the temporal estimates. While this is a valid and productive
strategy to provide a working frame concerning the time course
of the various mental operations involved in producing speech,
it restricts the estimates to a single theoretical view. Therefore,
I&L’s approach needs to be complemented by explicit estimates
stemming from more transparent designs for speech production
and from phenomena which are not necessarily bound to a single
theory. In what follows, we will ﬁrst critically review the empiri-
cal basis of I&L’s meta-analysis, which is structured according to
methodology. Afterward, we will discuss more recent experimen-
tal work examining the time course of lexical selection and assess
how well the novel temporal data corresponds to the estimates of
I&L.
THE EMPIRICAL BASIS OF I&L META-ANALYSIS
Behavioral chronometry
Theﬁrststudieswhichcanbeconsideredtobeinformativeregard-
ing the time course of lexical selection are the picture–word
interference (PWI) experiments with varying stimulus-onset-
asynchrony (SOA). In these experiments, participants have to
name pictures and either prior to, simultaneously with or after
picture presentation they hear or see a word which must be
ignored. The crucial manipulation is that the distractor can have
a linguistic relationship with the target picture. Typically what is
observed is that semantically related distractors (e.g., cat for the
target DOG) result in interference compared to unrelated distrac-
tors(e.g.,chair),whilephonologicallyrelateddistractors(e.g.,doll
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for the target DOG) give rise to facilitation effects (e.g., Lupker,
1979, 1982; Glaser and Düngelhoff, 1984; Mägiste, 1984; Glaser
and Glaser,1989). These results are thought to reveal lexical com-
petition for the semantic interference (SI) effect due to spreading
activation and speeded word form encoding for the phonological
facilitation (PF) effect due to parallel activation of overlapping
phonemes. Schriefers et al. (1990) explored the sequence in time
of SI and PF effects by varying the SOA of the auditory distrac-
tors. They detected that at a SOA of −150ms there were SI effects
but no PF effects. At SOA’s of 0 and +150ms there were no SI
effects, but PF effects. In sum, although no exact temporal infor-
mationcanbederived,onemayarguethatamaximallagof150ms
passes between the onset of lexical selection and phonological
encoding.
Amorepreciseestimatewasobtainedfromthefollow-upstudy
conducted by Levelt et al. (1991). The authors measured lexical
decision latencies on the distractors as independent measure. That
is, participants were placed in a dual-task situation in which they
had to utter the names of pictures on every trial,but on one-third
of all trials they had to perform a lexical decision for an acoustic
distractor word (or non-word) which appeared after picture pre-
sentationatvaryingSOAs.JustasinSchriefersetal.’s(1990)study,
effectsof semanticrelatednesswerefoundforshortSOAs(47ms),
but not for intermediate (73ms) or long SOAs (107ms). In con-
trast, effects of phonological relatedness were present across the
board.Theauthorsconstructedamathematicalmodelofthedual-
tasksituationtoextractwhichtemporalsettingsforthelexicaland
the phonological stage would best mimic the experimental data.
A model with a time window of 115ms for lexical selection and
270msforphonologicalencodinggavethemostapproximateren-
dition of the behavioral data (see also Roelofs, 1997). Converging
evidence for this duration estimate was demonstrated by Roelofs
(1992) in a similar modeling exercise aimed to reproduce the PWI
data reported by Glaser and Düngelhoff (1984).A latency of 100–
150ms for lexical selection produced an accurate replication of
the SI effects.
Taken together, the chronometric data reviewed above con-
verge to a temporal separation of ∼ 100–150ms between the
initial access to lexical representations and the start of word form
retrieval. However, the mathematical models constructed to esti-
matethelatencyoflexicalselectionassumedapriori discretedelays
(e.g., Levelt et al., 1991; Roelofs, 1997). Consequently, demon-
strating with such model that parameter estimates of 100–150ms
closely match the behavioral data,does not mean that other types
ofarchitectureswouldfailtoreconstructtheRTpatterns(cascaded
networks; e.g., Dell and O’Seaghdha, 1991, 1992). A second con-
cern relates to the questionable PWI-like paradigms employed.
PWI paradigms have a longstanding tradition in psycholinguistic
research, but the typical direction of the SI and PF effects seems
to vary strongly in function of strength and type of linguistic rela-
tionshipbeingmanipulatedaswellasthemodalityinwhichtargets
and distractors are presented (e.g., Starreveld and La Heij, 1995,
1996; Alario et al., 2000; Bloem and La Heij, 2003; Bloem et al.,
2004; Costa et al., 2005; Mahon et al., 2007; Janssen et al., 2008).
These ﬁndings resulted in skepticisms regarding the typical lexical
locusof theeffects(e.g.,MiozzoandCaramazza,2003;Costaetal.,
2005; Finkbeiner and Caramazza, 2006; Finkbeiner et al., 2006;
Mahonetal.,2007;Janssenetal.,2008;butseee.g.,AbdelRahman
andMelinger,2009a,b).Tosumup,therearebothmethodological
and theoretical concerns surrounding the time course of lexical
selection taken from PWI paradigms, which at least calls for the
collection of additional evidence.
Button-press ERPs in language production tasks
More detailed data on the temporal progression of linguistic pro-
cessing was gathered by studies employing the ERP technique.
Prior to reporting some of these data, let us ﬁrst dedicate a few
words to the time course of conceptual processing which has been
usedtoinfertheonsetof lexicalaccess(IndefreyandLevelt,2004).
Many neurophysiological studies on object categorization con-
verge that within 100–150ms after object presentation a critical
category has been activated (e.g., Thorpe et al., 1996; VanRullen
and Thorpe, 2002; Johnson and Olshausen, 2005; Kirchner and
Thorpe, 2006; Hauk et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2009). These results
form the basis of Indefrey and Levelt’s (2004) median estimate
of 175ms for conceptual identiﬁcation and, consequently, the
start of lexical access. However, the time needed to identify a
super-ordinate category as animal may have an earlier onset com-
paredtotheidentiﬁcationof abasic-levelconcept(lexicalconcept)
such as dog, cat,o rhorse1. In fact, ERP studies requiring more
subtle semantic analyses of objects report time courses which are
notably later compared to the above (∼250ms;e.g.,Holcomb and
McPherson,1994;Doniger et al.,2000;Eddyetal.,2006;Sitnikova
et al.,2006). This does not mean that lexical access cannot initiate
around 175ms (e.g., Strijkers et al., 2011), but may rather index
that the system is subject to cascading allowing activity to spread
to a subsequent stage prior to selection at the previous stage2.I f
so, it is unlikely that by 175ms conceptual processing is ﬁnished.
Moreimportantly,giventhattheonsetof lexicalaccessstemsfrom
objectcategorizationdata,thereismuchroomfromimprovement
by gathering estimates which are more closely related to lexical
selection.
Nowletusturntothosestudiesassessingthetimecourseof lin-
guistic processing with the ERP technique. Since the EEG signal is
1IndefreyandLevelt(2004)foresawthispotentialproblemandarguedthefollowing:
giventhat300mspassedbetweenThorpeetal.’s(1996)pointof categoryidentiﬁca-
tion (150ms) and the average button-press,those 300ms were necessary to prepare
and execute the motor response. When comparing to a similar picture recognition
task with a similar button-press latency (439ms) but where object identiﬁcation
was reﬁned to a lexical concept (Jescheniak and Levelt, 1994), Indefrey and Levelt
(2004) argued that subtracting the same 300ms necessary for motor preparation
and execution signiﬁes that access to the basic-level concept occurred within the
150ms time frame. However, to which extent 300ms can be considered a reliable
estimate of motor preparation and execution (note, for instance, that Thorpe et al.
themselves estimate motor preparation to take about 150ms) and to which extent
that estimate can be paralleled between the two tasks is debatable. Animal models
of object categorization show that motor preparation and execution takes about
70–120ms (e.g., Thorpe and Fabre-Thorpe, 2001). For humans this latency should
be longer, however the prolongation is estimated to fall within the range of 50ms
or less and not three or four times that amount (e.g., Thorpe and Fabre-Thorpe,
2001).
2NotethatthetheoreticalframeworkunderlyingI&L’smeta-analysis,namely Levelt
et al.’s (1999) speech production model (see also Roelofs,1992,1997),does assume
that conceptually driven lexical access is a cascaded process up to lemma selection.
Thus, although the argument made is not problematic for the theory itself, the
estimate of 175ms for concept selection could occur later.
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sensitivetomotor-relatedactivity,theinitialapproachforapplying
EEG measures to the ﬁeld of language production was by design-
ingtaskswhichreliedonbutton-pressesratherthanactualspeech.
The ﬁrst adaptations of EEG to button-press tasks exploring the
time course of semantic, lexical, and phonological retrieval were
conducted by van Turennout et al. (1997, 1998). These authors
explored the presence of a brain potential linked to response
preparation called the lateralized readiness potential (LRP; e.g.,
Coles, 1989; Miller et al., 1992) in several production-like exper-
imental conditions. Participants were presented with colored line
drawings of objects and were instructed to perform a syntactical–
phonological categorization task (1998; semantic–phonological
categorization task, 1997) prior to the articulation of a noun
phrase that described the picture (e.g., the red bear). Classiﬁca-
tionconsistedof acombinedgo/no-goandleft/rightbutton-press
task. In the ﬁrst experiment a phonological dimension deﬁned
the go/no-go response and a syntactical dimension (1998; seman-
tic dimension, 1997) deﬁned the response hand and vice versa
for Experiment 2. With this elegant design, the authors observed
that the LRP was present on both go and no-go trials when the
decision was based on phonological information (e.g., does the
picturenamestartswiththephoneme/b/),whiletheLRPwasonly
presentforgotrialswhenthedecisionwasbasedonsyntacticinfor-
mation (e.g., does the picture name have feminine gender, 1998;
semanticinformation,e.g.,isitanimal,1997).Theauthorsargued
that the LRP asymmetry came about because syntax (semantic
information,1997) is available prior to phonological information
during speech production: when the go/no-go decision is based
on phonology, the hand response for syntax (semantics, 1997) is
nonetheless prepared resulting in an LRP for both go and no-go
trials. In contrast, when the go/no-go decision is based on syn-
tax (semantics,1997) no LRP for no-go trials is observed,because
syntax (semantics, 1997) is retrieved before phonology and the
decision that a no-go trial is present can be made prior to the
activation of phonology.
Aside from providing evidence for the semantics/syntax to
phonology sequentiality, the authors explored the latencies
betweenthelinguisticoperations.Bycomparingthegowithno-go
LRPsintheirﬁrstexperiment(wheresyntax/semanticsresultedin
anLRPonbothgoandno-gotrials)theycouldestimatethelength
of thetimeintervalwheresyntactical/semanticinformationof the
noun was available,but not yet the phonological information (the
moment that information becomes accessible,go and no-go LRPs
should diverge). In this way, the authors observed that: (a) syn-
tax became available 40ms before phonological information (van
Turennout et al., 1998) and (b) 120ms passed between semantic
activationandtheonsetofphonologicalencoding(vanTurennout
et al., 1997). Since then, relatively well corresponding latencies
between conceptual and phonological retrieval have been found
using the same rationale but tracing the peak latency of the N200
component linked to response inhibition (e.g., Kok, 1986; Eimer,
1993) instead of or in combination with the LRP (e.g., Schmitt
et al.,2000; Rodriguez-Fornells et al.,2002). In addition,the same
N200 approach has been applied to estimate that conceptual acti-
vation precedes syntactical activation by 70–80ms (e.g., Schmitt
et al.,2001;Schiller et al.,2003). Taken together all latencies of the
reporteddual-taskbutton-pressERPstudies,thefollowingpicture
emerges: from input to concept: 175ms; from concept to syntax:
75ms; from syntax to ﬁrst phoneme: 40ms; and from concept to
ﬁrst phoneme: 115ms (see Figure 2A).
The results obtained from these ERP studies have some clear
advantages over the behavioral chronometry. For one, given the
use of a ﬁne-grained temporal measure as ERPs the latencies are
morespeciﬁc.Furthermore,theinput(asinglepicture)islesscon-
voluted compared to the primed or simultaneous presentation of
pictures and words as in the PWI paradigm. Consequently, these
ERP data have been given much theoretical weight in the ﬁeld
of language production. Nevertheless, and besides the limitation
of the absence of actual speech, there are some factors we must
take into account when assessing the reliability of these latency
estimates. One such important factor seems to be task difﬁculty.
For instance,Abdel Rahman and Sommer (2003),Abdel Rahman
etal.(2003)exploredwhetherthedurationof semanticprocessing
(conceptualized through the difﬁculty of the semantic catego-
rization task) would affect the time frame of phoneme retrieval.
Employing the same paradigm as that of van Turennout et al.,
1997; semantic versus phonological classiﬁcation), they managed
to replicate the original results when the semantic classiﬁcation
waseasy.Butwhenthesemanticclassiﬁcationwashard(herbivore
versus omnivore), they failed to observe a no-go LRP for phono-
logicalinformation.Furthermore,whenthego/no-godecisionwas
based on the semantic dimension, the LRP onset latency for go
trials (phoneme identiﬁcation) was unaffected by the difﬁculty of
FIGURE 2 |Time latency representation of the LRP/N200 dual-task
button-press ERP studies. (A)Traditional way latencies in this paradigm
are allocated. (B) Alternative allocation of the LRP/N200 latencies when
taking into account difﬁculty. (C) Another alternative allocation of the
LRP/N200 latencies from the perspective of decision making.The arrows
schematically (simpliﬁed) represent the possible amount of noise during
evidence accumulation.
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semanticprocessing,indicatingthatsemanticretrievaloccurredin
parallel with phonological retrieval (Abdel Rahman and Sommer,
2003; Abdel Rahman et al., 2003). In other words, when taking
intoaccountthefactortaskdifﬁcultythetimecourseof conceptu-
alization can actually overlap with that of phonological encoding
(see Figure 2B), which shows that comparing the time course
between these different dimensions may not be as straightforward
as originally thought.
But one can question whether the paradigm in general is sen-
sitive to real-time language components. The tasks employed are
complex requiring two different meta-linguistic decisions linked
to different responses. One cannot exclude that the extra orthog-
onal cognitive operations necessary to perform these tasks affect
the natural time course of speech production. In fact, when con-
sideringtheonsetsof theLRPandN200effects,thesedonotseem
to ﬁt the temporal frame of the supposed underlying processes.
In van Turennout et al. (1998) study the syntax and phonology
LRPs starts at 370 and 410ms after picture presentation respec-
tively.Similarly,N200peaklatenciesforconceptual,syntactical,or
phonological go/no-go difference waves occur around (averaged
overstudies)410,500,and520msafterstimulusonsetrespectively.
TheseERPonsetsdonotseemtocorrespondwiththetimeframes
of the linguistic processes in which they are supposed to tap into,
but rather seem to correspond with response selection processes.
If so, how representative are the latencies for the word produc-
tion components? This question can be countered on different
grounds. One is by assuming that the individual latencies reﬂect
theon-linelinguisticprocess,butthattheyaredelayedintimedue
to additional processing (visual/conceptual or non-speech related
demands)inducedbythecomplextask.Inthatcase,theERPonsets
of a linguistic dimension are not informative for the time course
of natural speech, but the distance between ERP latencies still is
(e.g.,Schmitt et al.,2001).
For this argument to work, we have to assume, for instance
(comparing with the study of Schmitt et al., 2001), that visual
andconceptualactivationtakesaminimumof 300mslongerthan
in the typical go/no-go categorization experiments (e.g., Thorpe
etal.,1996).However,therationalethatthedual-tasksituationand
the more difﬁcult conceptual classiﬁcation will cause the brain to
recognize an object 300ms slower does not seem tenable. This
is because ERP studies with more complex designs (including
dual-task situations), more detailed visual input, and more subtle
semantic encoding demands have shown that conceptual effects
occur 100–150ms later and not twice the amount (e.g., Holcomb
and McPherson, 1994; Johnson and Olshausen, 2003; Schendan
and Kutas,2003; Eddy et al.,2006; Sitnikova et al.,2006). Another
possibility is that the delay stems from other, speech unrelated
operations triggered by the complex dual-task, which would con-
stantly add time on any given trial (Schmitt et al., 2001). If so,
it becomes probable that this other process will interfere and/or
interact with the processes of interest. That is, as argued above, it
is unlikely that the constant surplus of the speech unrelated oper-
ation induced by the task will take effect before the processes of
interest.Similarly,attributingallof theadditionalcosttoprocesses
after the targeted linguistic operations is unlikely; otherwise, the
LRP/N200 onsets should not be delayed to begin with. Conse-
quently, at least part of the excessive cost has to occur during the
speechproductionstagesunderinvestigation.If so,theLRP/N200
peak latencies cannot be considered reliable time frames between
components of word production.
AdifferentpossibilitytoexplainthelateonsetsoftheN200/LRP
data is that they reﬂect the duration constant between linguis-
tic operations which pop-up during response selection. But also
suchargumentationishardtomaintain:decidinguponaresponse
is computed by the noisy accumulation of input information
(e.g., Ratcliff, 1978; Luce, 1986; Usher and McClelland, 2001;
Bogacz, 2007). The noise, which occurs at several levels of pro-
cessing, means that sometimes response decisions are made prior
to the completion of input recognition and sometimes well after,
depending on a given context, task, instructions, input, etc. (e.g.,
thefamousspeed–accuracytradeoff).Thus,if theN200/LRPpeak
latencies reﬂect real-time temporal differences between two lin-
guistic operations which become manifest during response selec-
tion, this means that the amount of noise at the various levels of
processingalwayshastobethesameintheseparadigms,regardless
whether we are deciding upon a semantic,syntactic,or phonemic
dimension.A ﬁrst indication that such premise is probably wrong
is the observation that the speed of a binary decision is inﬂuenced
by the repertoire of all possible outcomes, even when the alter-
native possibilities stored in the repertoire are irrelevant for the
task (e.g., Costa et al., 1998). The more possible outcomes in the
response repertoire, the slower the binary decision will be. Thus,
a binary decision for gender, where the whole possible response
repertoirecompromises2or3outcomes,willhavelessnoisecom-
pared to a binary decision based on phonemes, where the whole
scopeof possibleoutcomesiseasily10timeshigher.Consequently,
response selection should be later for phonology than for syntax,
butthedifferenceinlatencyisnotnecessarilyrepresentativeforthe
amount of time that elapses between the lower-level linguistic cal-
culations, given that the meta-linguistic decision is slower (more
noisy) in one case than in the other. Similarly, the semantic cat-
egorization of objects (the input in these tasks) as animals, tools,
plants,andsoforthisthenaturalwayourbrainorganizesconcep-
tual knowledge (e.g., Warrington and Shallice, 1984; Warrington
and McCarthy, 1987; Caramazza and Shelton, 1998; Caramazza
and Mahon, 2003; Martin, 2007). Categorizing objects as starting
with phoneme x,y,o rz,is not. The frequency imbalance between
the input–response associations predicts faster decision latencies
for deciding upon the semantic category of an object compared
to deciding upon the ﬁrst phoneme of an object’s name. In other
words, assuming that latency differences between different lower-
level identiﬁcation processes (semantics, syntax, or phonemes)
fullycorrespondtothelatencydifferencesattheresponsedecision
level is not straightforward.
Whentakingtheseconcernsintoaccount,yetanotherpictureof
time course can be constructed to describe the data (Figure 2C).
While we do not deny that at the time the N200/LRP designs
were elegant ways of trying to get insights into the time course of
speech production, it is difﬁcult to be sure whether these laten-
cies are representative for language production. Put differently,
Figures 2B,C are equally plausible outcomes as Figure 2A. Note
furthermore that the objections raised are not restricted to the
particular studies reported, but are problematic for any study
wanting to assess the time course of linguistic operations through
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a dual-task button-press methodology. This important since sev-
eral recent studies still rely on these paradigms to make claims
about the time course of language production (e.g., Guo et al.,
2005; Zhang and Damian, 2009a,b; Camen et al., 2010; Hanulova
et al.,2011). However,unless the above described methodological
and theoretical concerns are empirically countered, the reliability
ofthetimecourseofthecomponentsinvolvedinwordproduction
as uncovered with these paradigms is questionable.
MEG studies of overt picture naming
IncontrasttoEEG,MEGwasappliedtoovertpicturenamingearly
on. Consequently,many of the methodological concerns raised in
theprevioussectiondonotapplyhere. Inthisway,theMEGstud-
ies of picture naming can be considered as the ﬁrst direct probes
into the time course of speech production. However, the number
of studies is low (Salmelin et al., 1994; Levelt et al., 1998; Maess
et al., 2002) and they have their own problems in conveying time
to the components of word production.
In the ﬁrst MEG study of picture naming (Salmelin et al.,
1994) the most important observations were that: (a) brain activ-
ityprogressedbilaterallyfromtheoccipitalcortex,relatedtoobject
recognition, toward the temporal and frontal lobes, related to
language-speciﬁc recognition; (b) marked activity was observed
in the posterior middle temporal gyrus between 200 and 400ms,
which was hypothesized to be related to word form retrieval; (c)
a later broad time frame (400–600ms) showed strongest acti-
vation around Broca’s area, supposedly involved in post-lexical
phonological encoding. Nevertheless,the problem with respect to
time course here is the lack of any manipulation targeting a spe-
ciﬁc component of language with which to integrate the temporal
information. As long as such experimental factor is not present,
andwithoutaperfectknowledgeregardingthefunctionalanatomy
ofthebrain,itisdifﬁculttodrawconcreteconclusionswithrespect
to the time course of a particular stage of speech production. To
give an example, the activation time course in Broca’s area is not
onlyassociatedwithspeechsegmentationintosyllables(e.g.,Inde-
frey and Levelt, 2004; Indefrey, 2006), but also seems to play a
roleinlexical,syntactical,anddomain–generalselectionprocesses
(e.g., Friederichi, 2002; Hagoort, 2005; Sahin et al., 2009). Hence,
without explicitly targeting one of these processes it becomes dif-
ﬁcult to understand what we are looking at. The same concern
can be made for the MEG study of picture naming conducted by
Levelt et al. (1998). Although they did in fact manipulate lexical
frequency,thustargeting(a)speciﬁcproductionstage(s),theywere
unluckyinthatthefrequencyeffect,whichwaspresentinabehav-
ioral pilot outside the scanner, was not present for the MEG data.
Therefore, they could not explore the inﬂuence of this linguistic
factor and had to perform a similar analysis to the one conducted
by Salmelin et al.,1994;see also Soros et al.,2003;Liljestrom et al.,
2009),herebysufferingfromthesameproblemsforassigningtime
course to particular speech production stages.
More successful was the lexical manipulation by Maess et al.
(2002) in their MEG study. In a picture naming task the authors
contrasted lists which consisted of homogeneous semantic cate-
gories(e.g.,dog,cat,horse,pig,etc.)withheterogeneouslists(e.g.,
dog, chair, tomato, dress, etc.). Previous studies have shown that
homogeneous lists result in slower naming latencies compared to
theheterogeneouslistsandtheseSIeffectsaresupposedtoariseat
thelexicallevel(e.g.,KrollandStewart,1994;Damianetal.,2001).
Maess et al. (2002) used this blocked SI effect to track both the
temporal and spatial source of semantically driven lexical access.
Between and within category lists produced the most pronounced
deﬂections in brain responses between 150 and 225ms after pic-
ture onset for left temporal regions. This data point is important
sinceithasadvantagesovertheotherdatawereportedsofar.First,
the task is easy and relatively natural to study word production,
makingtheinterpretationalpowerstrongercomparedtothecom-
plex designs of the PWI and the N200/LRP paradigms. Second,
timecourseisderivedfromthedataandnotplaceduponthedata.
That is, they explored a linguistic phenomenon thought to arise
at a particular stage of processing (e.g., Kroll and Stewart, 1994;
Damian et al., 2001) during a simple and well-established overt
picturenamingtaskincombinationwithatemporalsensitivemea-
sure. Hence, this data set was the ﬁrst one to offer direct evidence
on the time course of lexical selection and, although replication
with other manipulations are necessary, especially given the cur-
rent debate surrounding SI effects (see above), 150ms is the most
reliable estimate concerning the onset of lexical access we have
seen so far.
ERPs recorded during delayed naming
To conclude this section we will brieﬂy pay some attention to
ERP measures of delayed naming. Although these data do not
form part of Indefrey and Levelt (2004) meta-analysis (in part
because most of them were collected afterward), this paradigm
suffers to some extent from similar problems for conveying time
course as the above methodologies. To move away from the con-
tested button-press paradigms, some studies introduced delayed
namingERPparadigmstomorecloselyresembleactualspeechbut
avoid potential motor contamination of the electrophysiological
signal (e.g., Jackson et al., 2001; Jescheniak et al., 2002; Laganaro
et al., 2009, 2010). In this manner, Laganaro et al., 2009; see also
Laganaro et al., 2010; Laganaro and Perret, 2011) demonstrated
thatpatientswithlexico-semanticaphasiaelicitedERPdeﬂections
compared to a healthy control group in the range of 100–250ms,
whereas patients with lexico-phonological aphasia produced ERP
deviations around 300–450ms. In sum, the data show a highly
interesting relationship between type of aphasia and time course,
and appear to correspond well with Indefrey and Levelt’s (2004)
temporal map. Nevertheless, concerning concrete time course
there are some problems. First,it is still an open issue whether the
datafrombrain-damagedspeakersaspointof comparisontoinfer
the time course of linguistic processing (especially the duration)
inhealthyindividualsistransparent.Second,itisdifﬁculttorelate
the time course to a speciﬁc process based on the rather broad
anomic classiﬁcations. For instance, the time window between
100 and 250ms could relate to concepts, lexical representations,
or both. A ﬁnal concern, which is relevant for all delayed naming
ERP studies,is a potential temporal confound caused by response
inhibition. While some studies comparing overt versus delayed
(and covert) naming demonstrated a degree of correspondence in
thatmotor-relatedactivitydoesnotcomeintoplayuntilratherlate
in the course of processing (e.g., Eulitz et al., 2000; Laganaro and
Perret, 2011), earlier effects (related to cognitive relevant brain
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activity) may display some variations between both conditions
(e.g., Eulitz et al., 2000; Laganaro and Perret, 2011). To give one
example, Laganaro and Perret (2011) reported age of acquisition
(AoA) effects starting around 220ms and around 330ms during
immediate naming, but found no AoA effects in the ERPs during
delayednaming.Findingsliketheselimitthereliabilityof thetime
course uncovered in delayed naming paradigms.
ELECTRICAL BRAIN RESPONSES DURING OVERT NAMING
Theabovereviewservedthepurposetostresstheneedforobtain-
ing more explicit evidence concerning the time course of lexical
selection in order to assess whether the temporal estimates pro-
posed by I&L can be maintained. In this section, we will focus on
some recent studies that have tried to obtain such more explicit
insightsbyapplyingaﬁne-grainedtechniqueasERPsduringovert
speech. Concerning potential methodological problems of com-
bining overt speech with the ERP technique, various studies have
demonstratedthatcognitiverelevantbrainactivitycanbeobtained
under these conditions. Besides the MEG studies of overt naming
highlighting the likely success-ratio for doing the same with EEG,
in the last 5years several studies which combined EEG record-
ings with overt naming have successfully replicated the presence
ofwell-knownERPcomponents(e.g.,N2andN400;e.g.,Christof-
fels et al., 2007; Ganushchak and Schiller, 2008a,b; Habets et al.,
2008; Koester and Schiller, 2008; Chauncey et al., 2009; Verhoef
etal.,2009,2010;Dell’acquaetal.,2010;Strijkersetal.,2010;Aris-
tei et al., 2011). These ERP studies can roughly be placed in two
classes: those who interpret a certain effect relying on the previ-
ous estimates of I&L (e.g., Christoffels et al., 2007; Habets et al.,
2008;Cheng et al.,2010;Dell’acquaetal.,2010;Aristeietal.,2011;
Laganaro and Perret, 2011), and those who assessed the reliabil-
ity of those estimates (e.g., Koester and Schiller, 2008; Chauncey
et al., 2009; Costa et al., 2009; Sahin et al., 2009; Strijkers et al.,
2010, 2011).
For our purposes, only the latter ERP studies are relevant.
Nevertheless,concerning the former class of ERP studies,the con-
clusions related to time course should be treated with caution.
Letusgiveoneconcreteexample:Aristeietal.(2011)tracedinthe
ERPswhentheeffectsofSI(andfacilitation)occurredduringovert
object naming, with the objective to uncover whether SI effects
reﬂect lexical competition. They observed that SI elicited ERP
modulations starting around 250ms after picture onset. Based
on I&L’s meta-analysis the authors concluded that SI falls within
the temporal frame assigned to lexical selection,hence supporting
thenotionof lexicalcompetition(seealsoe.g.,AbdelRahmanand
Melinger, 2011; Roelofs et al., 2011). However, given that we do
not know the exact functionality underlying the negative deﬂec-
tion around 250ms, alternative accounts for the ERP data are
conceivable. For instance, if we assume that conceptual process-
ing is still ongoing the moment the brain starts accessing lexical
information, an assumption shared by most speech production
models (e.g., Dell, 1986; Caramazza, 1997; Levelt et al., 1999),
the negative deﬂection around 250ms may relate to recognition
(visual and semantic) processes instead of lexical processes (see
also Janssen et al., 2011). The point we wish to make, regardless
which interpretation is more parsimonious in the above exam-
ple, is that unless we obtain more explicit insights on the time
course of word production components and a better understand-
ing of the ERP characterization underlying it, temporal studies
relying on indirect estimates are restricted in the scope of their
interpretational power.
Exploring the temporal estimates explicitly
In this ﬁnal section of part 1 we will report some recent work
which, according to us, is in a better position to provide explicit
temporaldatarelevantforwordproduction.Therationaleusedin
these studies is identical to and stems from the strategy adopted
in the previously discussed MEG study by Maess et al. (2002).
Thatis,acombinationof aﬁne-grainedtemporalmeasuresuchas
ERPs (or MEG, intracranial recordings) during immediate nam-
ing, while manipulating variables thought to affect a particular
word production stage. Such approach has certain advantages: for
one, the measure of interest stems from a naming response mak-
ing the data more transparent to speech production, alleviating
previous methodological concerns expressed against the indirect
chronometric evidence. Second, the inference for assigning time
coursetowordproductioncomponentsisbasedonpsycholinguis-
tic phenomena which are not necessarily bound to a particular
theoretical framework, alleviating the theoretical concern we dis-
cussedabove.Notwithstandingtheadvantages,thisapproachdoes
have its own problems to explore the time course: probably the
biggest set-back is that one has to assume a priori that the locus
where a variable is thought to exert its effect is uncontested. How-
ever, for the majority of psycholinguistic phenomena no such
uniformsourceexists.Luckily,therearewaystoreducetheimpact
of this concern: ﬁrst and foremost (at least in the beginning), one
can manipulate different psycholinguistic phenomena within the
same experiment, which allows for additional control to assess
the origin of the tested effects. Second, and as consequence of
the latter, if one knows which speciﬁc expression in time (e.g.,
ERP morphology) is sensitive to which linguistic operation, one
can use such marker as a tool in future endeavors to assess the
nature underlying a certain manipulation. By doing so, one can
explore whether the accumulation of data gathered from different
perspectives converges to the same time frame.
In that manner, Strijkers et al. (2010) traced the ERP onset of
two such variables, the lexical frequency and the cognate effects,
during simple picture naming3. While lexical frequency is known
3Indefrey (2011; see also Hanulova et al., 2011) argued that the study by Strijkers
et al. (2010) does not offer independent evidence concerning the time course of
lexical selection,based on the argument that psycholinguistic phenomena can have
differentpotentialloci.Wedisagreewiththisassessment.Asextensivelydiscussedby
Strijkers et al. (2010; see also the current section), such argumentation would have
been correct if only one ambiguous variable was manipulated. In contrast,Strijkers
et al. (2010) a priori manipulated three variables (all for which both empirical data
and theory exists which argues that they affect lexical selection) to see whether they
would converge to the same temporal effect, in which case only one parsimonious
source remains, hereby providing independent evidence concerning the onset of
lexical access (see Strijkers et al.,2010; the current section). If not,Indefrey’s (2011)
concern holds for any study manipulating psycholinguistic variables. However,this
is not the case, since Indefrey (2011) does rely on studies which solely manipulate
one and arguably more ambiguous variables (e.g., SI in Aristei et al., 2011; name
agreementinChengetal.,2010;etc.)asindependentsourcesof evidenceconcerning
time course.
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tocorrelatewithconceptualattributes4,posingdifﬁcultiesinterms
of interpretation, the manipulation of cognate status could serve
as a control since it has no obvious relationship with semantic
variables (cognates are words with formal overlap in two lan-
guages)5. Strijkers and colleagues observed that ERPs elicited
by high frequency items started to diverge from low frequency
items around 180ms after picture onset with the latter displaying
more positive going amplitudes compared to the former (P2; see
Figure3).Importantly,identicalresultswerefoundwhencompar-
ing non-cognate versus cognate ERPs (seeFigure3). Interestingly,
Christoffels et al. (2007) actually found the same result for cog-
nate status in their study (personal communication). Given the
overlap between the ERP signatures of the frequency and cognate
effects, Strijkers et al. (2010) concluded that the early modula-
tions could not sprout from conceptual differences but instead
had to be located during the onset of lexical access6. A similar
result was obtained by Sahin et al. (2009) relying on a different
paradigm and technique. Local ﬁeld potentials (LFP) from depth
electrodes placed in Broca’s area of three pre-operative epileptic
patients were recorded while they engaged in a sentence comple-
tion task. Around 200ms after target presentation low frequency
words elicited more positive going LFPs compared to high fre-
quency words. Just as Strijkers et al. (2010), they concluded that
lexical access in speech production initiates within 200ms after
target presentation.
In sum, the results from these different studies with distinct
experimental contexts converge to the same time course: lexical
selection, at least as identiﬁed through picture or word naming,
initiates within 200ms after stimulus presentation. Nevertheless,
some potential caveats must be recognized. One disadvantage is
that they all contrasted between-stimuli manipulations. Compar-
ing distinct physical items with electrical recordings can elicit
distinct brain responses independent of the actual manipulation
(but see Footnote 5). Another nuisance relates to the possibil-
ity that, if the brain is a highly interactive device, an imbalance
between items at the lexical level (e.g., lexical frequency, cog-
nate status) may provoke over time a similar imbalance at the
4It is also often debated which component of word retrieval is affected by lexical
frequency, lemmas, or lexemes (e.g., Jescheniak and Levelt, 1994; Caramazza et al.,
2001).Clearly,thevariablecanonlybeindicativeof theonsetof lexicalaccess,if itis
sensitive to the initial transition from concepts to lexical knowledge. Nevertheless,
by now this is much less an issue since the vast majority of researchers agree that
lexicalfrequencyaffectsthelexiconacrosstheboardandcompellingevidenceexists
backing up this notion. In addition, by manipulating cognate status as well, the
authors could control for this potential, though unlikely, confound.
5This was conﬁrmed by independent ratings of the materials used in the experi-
ments. Cognates and non-cognates were indistinguishable in terms of familiarity,
typicality, imageability, and visual complexity. In addition, the inter-stimulus per-
ceptualvariabilitywascalculatedbetweenhighandlowfrequencyitemsandcognate
and non-cognate items. None of the comparison resulted in differences, excluding
visual factors as potential source of the effects.
6Furthermore,forboththefrequencyandcognateeffectstheauthorsdemonstrated
signiﬁcantpositivecorrelationsbetweentheP2amplitudeandthenaminglatencies,
but,importantly,not between the onsets of the frequency and cognate effects in the
ERPs (that is, the splitting point latencies indexing the onset of ERP divergences
nor the peak latencies correlated with naming speed or effect size of the naming
latencies). This indicates that the onset of both effects come about during initial
lexical activation (the transition from concepts to lexical representations) and not
after lexical activation at the moment of selection.
FIGURE 3 | ERP data plotted for word frequency and cognate status in
overt object naming. (A) Low frequency ERPs compared to high
frequency ERPs in Experiment 1 at PO2 and the electrodes showing a
signiﬁcant effect at 172ms after picture presentation (gray area; it does not
represent the topography of the effect). (B) Non-cognate ERPs compared
to cognate ERPs in Experiment 1 at PO2 and distribution of electrodes
showing a signiﬁcant effect at 200ms after picture presentation (gray area).
(Figure taken from Experiment 1 in Strijkers et al., 2010).
conceptual level due to the continuous cross-talk between the two
representational systems (see Strijkers et al., 2010). To counter
thesepotentialconcerns,Strijkersetal.(2010)comparedtheERPs
betweentheirtwoexperiments.Theonlydifferencebetweenthem
was language dominance, namely bilinguals producing speech in
L1 for Experiment 1 and in L2 for Experiment 2. The between-
experiment comparison resulted in the same P2 modulation,with
L2 naming eliciting more positive amplitudes compared to L1
naming around 192ms after picture onset. Given that in this
case the ERPs which are contrasted stem from the same items,
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removing the between-stimuli concern, and that conceptual acti-
vation should be similar between L1 and L2 naming of concrete
nouns (at least for early high proﬁcient bilinguals using both their
languagesdaily),removingtheinteractivityconcern,themostpar-
simonious explanation which remains is that the effects tested in
the study of Strijkers et al. (2010) originated during the initiation
of lexical access. In conclusion,these data provide an explicit con-
ﬁrmation of the onset of lexical access as estimated by Indefrey
and Levelt (2004). In fact, despite the concerns discussed in the
previous section, it is remarkable that the data stemming from a
very different approach corresponds so well with the work done
by Indefrey and Levelt (2004).
Following along these lines, Costa et al. (2009) wanted to gen-
eralizetheERPﬁndingsof Strijkersetal.(2010)toanothertypeof
manipulation. Furthermore, they also see whether with the same
strategy the duration of lexical selection could be plotted. With
this aim in mind, the ERP signature of the cumulative seman-
tic interference effect (CSIE) was tracked. The CSIE refers to the
observation that people are increasingly slower in naming objects
which belong to the same semantic category as previously named
objects (e.g., Brown, 1981; Howard et al., 2006). This effect has
some interesting properties: ﬁrst, the crucial manipulation in the
CSIE paradigm is ordinal position (i.e., the position in which an
itemof acertaincategoryappears)ratherthanwithin-itemattrib-
utes (such as lexical frequency). This means that the different
conditions contain the same physical stimuli, making the para-
digm very suitable to combine with ERPs. Second,the effect has a
rather uncontested lexical locus. Although it is currently debated
whether or not the CSIE is an indication of lexical competition,
the two formalized accounts (i.e., lexical competition and incre-
mental learning) both assume the effects to come about during
lexical selection (e.g.,Howard et al.,2006;Oppenheim et al.,2007,
2010; Navarrete et al.,2010). Finally,given the linear nature of the
effect one cannot only explore when the CSIE initiates, but also
how long the correlation between ordinal position and the linear
increase lasts.
Costa et al. (2009) observed an ERP pattern which mimicked
the behavioral data: ERPs elicited by ordinal position increased
cumulatively for each subsequent position. Importantly, this
cumulative increase ﬁrst became apparent at the same P2 peak
where Strijkers et al. (2010) reported frequency, cognate, and
language effects. Each subsequent item belonging to the same
category as previously named items induced a positive increase
in ERP amplitudes around 200ms (see Figure 4). To ascertain
how long the cumulative ERP deﬂections manifested, the ampli-
tudes for each ordinal position were correlated ms-by-ms with
the corresponding naming latencies. Signiﬁcant positive correla-
tions were observed between 208 and 388ms (see Figure 4). Two
mainconclusionsweredrawn:ﬁrst,previousﬁndingsshowingthat
the brain initiates lexical access within 200ms after picture onset
(e.g., Maess et al., 2002; Sahin et al., 2009; Strijkers et al., 2010)
were replicated with a different experimental setting,hereby again
corroboratingI&L’stemporalestimateconcerningtheonsetoflex-
ical access. Second, the cumulative effect lasted for 180ms. If this
latency reﬂects the time required for an intended lexical represen-
tationtobesingledout,thetimecourseisnotablylongercompared
to previous indirect (e.g., Levelt et al., 1991, 1998; Schmitt et al.,
FIGURE4|E v ent-related potential (ERP) results and correlation
analyses of the CSIE. (A) ERPs elicited by the ﬁve ordinal positions within
the semantic categories.The waveforms depicted are the linear derivation
of the 10 posterior electrodes where signiﬁcant effects were present (CP1,
CP2, P3, Pz, P4, PO1, PO2, O1, Oz, O2).The dark gray area refers to the P2
peak and P3 peak showing a linear and cumulative increase in amplitude
with each ordinal position. Above the topographic maps of the averaged
differences waves of the ﬁve ordinal positions for the P2 and P3 are shown.
The light gray area refers to the time frame (208–388ms) where ERP
amplitudes correlated with ordinal position and RTs. (B) Signiﬁcance graph
of the correlation analyses at each sampling rate (4ms) between RTs and
ERP amplitudes at the 5 ordinal positions for the 10 posterior electrodes.
(C) Signiﬁcance graph of the correlation analyses at each sampling rate
(4ms) between RTs and ERP amplitudes at the 5 ordinal positions averaged
over the 10 posterior electrodes. Correlations were reliably below the 0.05
signiﬁcance level (following a row of 12 consecutive signiﬁcant t-test; cf.
Guthrie and Buchwald, 1991) between 208 and 388ms after picture
presentation (light gray area). (Figure taken from Costa et al., 2009).
2001;Indefrey and Levelt, 2004)anddirectestimates(Maessetal.,
2002). However, prior to assuming that this ﬁnding would be
problematic for the I&L model, let us consider at least two rea-
sons which can be put forward to account for the longer latency:
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(A) if the system propagates information in a cascaded manner,
the cumulative interference effect which initiates during lexical
selection may spill over to phonology; (B) if the speed of lexical
selection is subject to the amount of items competing at any given
moment (or alternatively, amount of connection adjustments in
a non-competitive account; see Oppenheim et al., 2010), longer
latencies are expected in the current design compared to previous
studies where only two “competing” words were contrasted (see
Costa et al., 2009). Alternatively (option C), lexical selection lasts
roughly 180ms regardless the amount of competing items or the
extent of cascading.
Based on the results of Costa and colleagues we cannot directly
differentiate between the three alternative accounts for the 180ms
time window. Nonetheless, a comparison with the time frame
identiﬁed in the MEG study of Maess et al. (2002) allows us to
doubt the explanatory power of option B. Maess et al. (2002)
reportalatencyof75ms(150–225ms)wherebrainresponseswere
signiﬁcantly different between same and mixed semantic category
conditions. Just as in Costa et al. (2009), the conditions which
were contrasted consisted of ﬁve related or unrelated objects. If
we assume that the semantic blocking effect is another appli-
cation of the same neuronal expression as the CSIE, the longer
latency reported for the CSIE cannot be explained in terms of
the amount of semantically related items which are compared
(option B). Regarding options A and C, it might be interesting
to look again at the results of Sahin et al. (2009). Besides lexi-
cal frequency, in that study also the time course of grammatical
processing (null-inﬂection; e.g., present tense) and phonologi-
cal encoding (overt-inﬂection; e.g., past tense) were traced in
Broca’sarea.Thegrammaticaloperationbecameapparentaround
320ms and the phonological inﬂection produced modulations
around 450ms after stimulus presentation. Thus, from lexical
onset (∼200ms) to grammar 120ms passed and to phonology
250mselapsed.Althoughadirectcomparisonbetweenbothstud-
ies is not straightforward given the differences in tasks, measures,
participants, and especially manipulated variables, using Sahin et
al.’s (2009) uncovered latencies as“independent”entities of word
production stages may be helpful to generate hypotheses of what
the180msinCostaetal.(2009)couldreferto.Thatis,if onetakes
thedataofSahinetal.(2009)toreﬂecttheﬁrstpassofinformation
(e.g., Hagoort and Levelt, 2009), the 180ms latency as uncovered
withtheCSIEwouldbestcorrespondwiththelatenciesreportedby
Sahinetal.(2009)if characterizedasthetimewindowtocomplete
lexical selection (option C). If the duration estimates as identiﬁed
in Broca’s area reﬂect selection processes (e.g., Thompson-Schill
et al., 1997; Schnur et al., 2009) rather than the onset of those
linguistic operations, then the 180ms latency better corresponds
with the notion that the CSIE affects both lexical selection and
phonological encoding (option A; see also Goldrick et al., 2009).
It will be interesting to see how these and related paradigms can
be exploited in the future to gain more stable knowledge on what
these latency differences between the various studies reveal about
the dynamics underlying speech production.
Conclusion
In this section we reviewed studies on the time course of lexical
selection during overt naming. Based on these data, we believe
that there is sufﬁcient evidence gathered to respond to our ini-
tial question posed in this review, namely “exactly how fast does
the brain engages in lexical access?”: the brain engages in lexi-
cal access within 200ms after stimulus presentation. One of the
importantreasonswhywecanbeconﬁdentabouttheonsetlatency
of lexical access is the accumulation of evidence over variables
and paradigms (see Table 1). Of course, it does not mean that
every modulation around 200ms in a production task necessarily
indexestheinitiationoflexicalaccess.But,therearewaystonarrow
down the probability that one is dealing with a lexical source. To
name one,the above studies also revealed an ERP signature which
seems to be sensitive to the difﬁculty of lexical selection, namely
the P2 with more positive brain responses for the more difﬁcult
lexical conditions (e.g., Christoffels et al., 2007; Costa et al., 2009;
Strijkers et al., 2010, 2011).
Finally,returningtotheworkwhichstimulatedthetimecourse
research in the ﬁeld and lays at the basis of the current review,
namely Indefrey and Levelt’s (2004) temporal model, two main
conclusions can be drawn: ﬁrst and foremost, all studies which
explored the onset of lexical selection in more natural experimen-
tal settings provided evidence which corroborates I&L’s estimate.
Second, concerning the latency of lexical selection, less deﬁnite
statements can be made. The few studies which were able to look
at the duration of lexical selection (Maess et al.,2002; Costa et al.,
2009;Sahinetal.,2009)displayedvaryingestimatesroughlyrang-
ingbetween75and180ms.Basedonthesedata,ifweweretoapply
asimilaraveragingapproachasIndefreyandLevelt(2004),theesti-
mateof 75msshouldberaisedto∼130ms.However,beforedoing
so, we should understand why the different durations between
studies emerged as well as collect more explicit data on the time
frame of lexical selection. In this aspect, we reiterate that, as long
aswedonothavemorereliableevidence,cautionhastobeexerted
when interpreting temporal data solely in function of I&L’s model
(and,although the current review focuses on lexical selection,this
also holds for the subsequent production stages).
BY WHICH MECHANISM IS THE LEXICON ACCESSED SO
RAPIDLY?
Having established that within 200ms after stimulus presentation
information is transmitted from the conceptual level to the lex-
icon, in this ﬁnal and more concise section we will address by
what means such rapid onset of lexical access is achieved. First
T a b l e1|O v erview of lexical variables and their time course reported
in ERP studies of immediate naming.
Lexical phenomenon Onset (ms) Study
Lexical frequency ∼200 Sahin et al. (2009)
∼178 Strijkers et al. (2010)
Cognate status ∼192 Strijkers et al. (2010)
∼190 Christoffels et al. (2007)
Semantic interference ∼150 Maess et al. (2002)
∼208 Costa et al. (2009)
L1 versus L2 Naming ∼195 Strijkers et al. (2010)
∼190 Christoffels et al. (2007)
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we will describe the theoretical considerations made by speech
productionmodelsconcerningthisissueandthenpresentarecent
study which, by exploiting the temporal information reviewed
above,offersanexplanationwhichcurrentlynospeechproduction
modelintegrates.Inthismanner,besidesaddressingthefunctional
mechanismbehindthetimecourseonlexicalselection,thissection
highlights how descriptive temporal information on speech pro-
duction can be exploited to address cognitive questions from a
novel perspective.
LEXICAL ACCESS: A MATTER OF SPREADING ACTIVATION OR
CONCEPT-DRIVEN SELECTION?
A widely endorsed notion on how lexical access in speech produc-
tion engages, is through semantically driven spreading activation
(e.g., Dell, 1986; Dell and O’Seaghdha, 1991, 1992; Roelofs, 1992,
1997;Caramazza,1997;Delletal.,1997;Leveltetal.,1999).Spread-
ing activation refers to the automatic transmission of information
betweenstronglyconnectedrepresentations(e.g.,CollinsandLof-
tus, 1975). For speech production this implies that the moment a
conceptbecomesactiveitautomaticallytriggersthecorresponding
lexical representation(s) regardless of whether a speaker intends
to utter the word in question or not. Thus,according to the mod-
els embracing the principle of spreading activation, the lexicon
receives rapid input from the activated semantic system due to
thestronglinksbetweenthem.Notethatthesemodelsarenotfree
fromintention,butanymodulationstotheactivationlevelsof lex-
ical representations in function of a speaker’s linguistic intentions7
take effect reactively; that is, after the lexicon has received some
input from the active semantic representations in a feedforward
manner (e.g., Dell, 1986; Roelofs, 1992, 1997, 2003; Caramazza,
1997; Levelt et al., 1999). Most of the evidence supporting this
property comes from contextual effects in picture naming where
distractors, items a speaker does not want to verbalize, affect the
speed of target naming (e.g.,Glaser and Glaser,1989; Levelt et al.,
1991; Roelofs, 1992, 2003, 2006, 2008; Peterson and Savoy, 1998;
Cutting and Ferreira, 1999; Costa and Caramazza, 2002; Morsella
andMiozzo,2002;NavarreteandCosta,2005;MeyerandDamian,
2007). Indeed, these and related effects have been interpreted to
reveal parallel activation of both the speech intended and non-
intended lexical information, conﬁrming the role of spreading
activation. However, not all researchers concur with the inter-
pretation given to these contextual effects and refute the notion
of automatic spreading activation (e.g., Levelt, 1989; Bloem and
La Heij, 2003; Bloem et al., 2004). Instead, they argue that the
intention to verbalize an item has to be speciﬁed at the con-
ceptual level in order to access the linguistic system. According
to concept selection models, fast lexical access is not achieved
through automaticity but rather through speciﬁcity, namely the
ﬁne-grained propagation of activity between those activated con-
cepts one intends to verbalize and their corresponding lexical
representations.Incontrasttospreadingactivationmodelsof lexi-
calaccess,accordingtothelatteronlyspeechintendedinformation
will get processed linguistically. In sum, although both classes of
7Asopposedtosemanticintentionsortheconceptualizationofthemessageaspeaker
wishes to communicate (which naturally has to be speciﬁed prior to accessing the
linguistic system).
models assume that initial lexical access occurs in a feedforward
manner from concepts to words, the way this feedforward prop-
agation takes place is distinct; being automatic in one case and
concept-speciﬁc in the other.
RAPID LEXICAL SELECTION THROUGH TOP-DOWN PROACTIVE
FACILITATION
There are many studies in the literature exploring the linguistic
effects of stimuli we do not intend to utter during picture naming
(i.e., PWI and picture–picture tasks) and a few studies explor-
ing the same for non-verbal paradigms (e.g., Glaser and Glaser,
1989; Levelt et al., 1991; Roelofs, 1992, 1997, 2003, 2006, 2008;
Meyer et al., 1998, 2007; Cutting and Ferreira, 1999; Costa and
Caramazza, 2002; Jescheniak et al., 2002; Morsella and Miozzo,
2002; Navarrete and Costa, 2005; Bles and Jansma, 2008)N e v -
ertheless, regardless of whether these studies reported linguistic
effects for speech unintended information, most of them remain
silentof whentheintentiontospeaktakeseffect(seeStrijkersetal.,
2011). Recently, Strijkers et al. (2011) explored the issue. Besides
wantingtocontrastthetwotheoreticalconstructsspeciﬁedabove,
they entertained a third possibility: in vision science it has been
demonstrated that top-down signals related to attention, inten-
tion,andcontextcantriggertask-relevantrepresentationspriorto
thefeedforwardsensory-drivenactivity(e.g.,DesimoneandDun-
can, 1995; Luck et al., 1997; Kastner et al., 1999; O’Craven and
Kanwisher, 2000; Bar, 2003; Bar et al., 2006; Gilbert and Sigman,
2007;Peelenetal.,2009).Relyingontheseadvances,Strijkersetal.
(2011) hypothesized that the intention to speak may pre-activate
the lexical system in a top-down fashion prior to the feedfor-
ward ﬂow coming from the conceptual system. In order to test the
three possibilities they exploited the P2 modulation (descriptively
labeledpP2),previouslyshowntobesensitivetolexicalvariablesin
picture naming tasks (e.g.,Costa et al.,2009;Strijkers et al.,2010).
Speciﬁcally, the word frequency effect was compared in an overt
picture naming task versus a non-verbal semantic categorization
task. Given that previous studies have shown that during seman-
ticcategorizationthebasic-levelconceptassociatedwiththeinput
becomes activated (e.g., Grill-Spector and Kanwisher, 2005; Eddy
et al., 2006), contrasting the ERP response to lexical frequency
between both tasks allowed Strijkers and colleagues to explore
the temporal role of the intention to speak. This is because in
one case participants had the conscious intention to verbalize the
activated concepts (picture naming) while in the other case they
did not (picture categorization). This set-up resulted in the fol-
lowing predictions: (a) if initial lexical access is achieved through
spreading activation regardless of a speaker’s intention, then for
both the verbal and non-verbal task an early pP2 frequency effect
should be observed; (b) if lexical access takes place through con-
cept selection, then only a pP2 frequency effect should be found
for the naming task and no word frequency modulation should
be elicited in the non-verbal task; and ﬁnally; (c) if initial access
to the lexicon occurs through top-down pre-activation,then both
tasks should display a word frequency effect, but a pP2 deﬂection
should only be present for the task where participants have the
intention to speak (picture naming), while in the non-verbal task
the frequency effect should be qualitatively different (due to the
absence of intention).
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The results supported the last option: in the picture naming
task the ERPs elicited by low frequency items started to diverge
from the ones elicited by high frequency items 156ms after pic-
tureonset,withmorepositiveamplitudesfortheformerespecially
at the posterior electrodes.A ﬁnding which replicated the pP2 fre-
quency effect (see Figure 5; Strijkers et al., 2010). In contrast, in
the categorization task, no ERP differences for lexical frequency
were observable at the pP2. Instead, the effect came about 200ms
later resulting in a typical N400 modulation (see Figure5). To the
extent that lexical frequency is sensitive to the ﬁrst pass activation
of lexical items,as indexed by most recent behavioral,neurophys-
iological, speech-error, and patient data (e.g., Caramazza et al.,
2001;Navarreteetal.,2006;Almeidaetal.,2007;Gravesetal.,2007;
Kittredge et al.,2007;Knobel et al.,2008;Strijkers et al.,2010),the
qualitatively different ERP onset of this variable indicates that the
brain’s rapid engagement in lexical access is driven by the con-
scious intention to perform a speech act (the pP2) rather than
only through automatic feedforward spreading activation from
concepts to words (the N400). In addition, this intention-driven
accessisgeneratedbyatop-downsignalratherthanafeedforward
signal from selected semantic representations as speciﬁed in con-
cept selection models (e.g.,Bloem and La Heij,2003; Bloem et al.,
2004).Thisisbecauseawordfrequencyeffectwasstillapparentin
thenon-verbalsemantictask.Thus,twomainconclusionscouldbe
drawn from these ﬁndings: ﬁrst, activated concepts trigger lexical
knowledgeregardlessof whetheronehastheintentiontoutterthe
name of that concept. In other words, these data offered support
for those models of lexical access which embrace the principle of
spreading activation (e.g., Dell, 1986; Dell and O’Seaghdha, 1992;
Roelofs,1992,1997;Caramazza,1997;Delletal.,1997;Leveltetal.,
1999). Second, in contrast to the speciﬁcations of current speech
production models, if there is intention to engage in a speech act,
initialaccesstothelexiconisfacilitatedinaproactivemanner.Put
differently,spreadingactivationmodelsof lexicalaccessneedtobe
complemented by a top-down mechanism capable of proactively
tuning the lexical system in function of a speaker’s intention. It is
important to point out that spreading activation models of lexical
accessareformalizedfromtheperspectivethatthereisintentionto
speak. Hence,the data amplify them to a broader context of infor-
mationprocessingratherthanfalsifyingthem.Similarly,theresults
of Strijkers et al. (2011) remain silent about the functionality
of reactive goal-directed mechanisms during speech production.
That is, reactive and proactive goal-directed mechanisms are not
mutually exclusive: when the intention to speak is speciﬁed, it is
perfectly possible that selection of target-relevant lexical infor-
mation is ensured through “veriﬁcation of production-rules” or
“lexical activation boosters” as described in certain models (e.g.,
Roelofs, 1992, 1997, 2003; Levelt et al., 1999; Gordon and Dell,
2003; Dell et al., 2008; Oppenheim et al., 2010). Notwithstand-
ing, the data by Strijkers et al. (2011) does open the possibility
thatissuessuchasgoal-directedlinguisticselectionmaynotsolely
be achieved through reactive mechanisms, but timing differences
inducedbyproactivetop-downprocessingmaybecomeanimpor-
tantfactoraswell;dependingontheexactfunctionalityandscope
of the proactive top-down inﬂuences identiﬁed.
Strijkers et al. (2011) proposed two (not mutually exclusive)
tentative accounts of how the intention to speak can bring about
FIGURE5|E v ent-related potential results for object naming versus
object categorization. At the left hand side: ERPs elicited during object
naming by pictures with low compared to those with high frequency names
at Frontal (Fr) and Centro-Parietal (CP) electrode clusters. Grayed areas
show signiﬁcant frequency effects at the P2 and N400. At the right hand
side: ERPs elicited during object categorization by pictures with low
compared to those with high frequency names at Frontal (Fr) and
Centro-Parietal (CP) electrode clusters. Grayed areas show signiﬁcant
frequency effects at the N400. (Figure taken and adapted from
Experiments 1 and 2 in Strijkers et al., 2011).
such proactive tuning of the lexicon (based on general notions
lend from vision science). One is by assuming that when a speaker
intends to produce verbal output the activation level of the whole
lexico-semantic network/pathway is enhanced (for similar pro-
posals in vision see e.g., Desimone and Duncan, 1995; Luck et al.,
1997; Kastner et al.,1999; O’Craven and Kanwisher,2000; Gilbert
and Sigman, 2007; Peelen et al., 2009). As a consequence of this
proactiveenhancementofspeech-relevantpathways,thestimulus-
driven access to words will be facilitated. In this case, current
spreading activation models of lexical access only require slight
modiﬁcations. For instance, in the WEAVER++ model this can
be achieved by allowing a (general) production rule to take effect
priortospreadingactivation(e.g.,Leveltetal.,1999;Roelofs,2003)
or in Dell’s speech production model by “jolting” information
related to output goals prior to entering the semantic layer (e.g.,
Dell and O’Seaghdha,1992).
A second potential mechanism to explain the data of Strijkers
etal.(2011)isthatthetop-downprojectionsarecapableofmaking
well-estimated guesses about which words are likely to be uttered.
Such prediction-based top-down inﬂuences can be achieved in
several ways, but one compelling account in the case of single
picture input (without context) states that the brain can rapidly
transmitthecoarsevisualinformation(lowspatialfrequencies)to
theprefrontalcortexwhereexpectationsregardingpictureseman-
tics are build up in order to pre-activate potential task-relevant
objectrepresentations(e.g.,Bar,2003;Baretal.,2006).If weadopt
such mechanism to object naming, the predictions in function
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of picture semantics may proactively trigger a speciﬁc subset of
lexical representations. If such prediction-based mechanism is
indeedfunctionalforspeechproduction(orattheleast,forobject
naming),ampliﬁcationsofthedynamicsofexistingspreadingacti-
vation models will be more severe. For instance, target-relevant
lexical activation is initially achieved through top-down predic-
tionandnotsolelythroughlaterfeedforwardspreadingactivation.
Also, eventual selection of the target will not only depend on
amount of activation and reactive control, but will also depend
ontheamountof overlapbetweentheguessesinstantiatedbytop-
down prediction and the slower feedforward spreading activation
comingfromtheconceptualsystem(cf.Bar,2003).Futureresearch
concerningtheroleof proactivegoal-directedinﬂuencesinspeech
p r o d u c t i o n–at o p i cw h i c hh a sr e c e i v e dlittle attention in the ﬁeld
so far – will be important to amplify our understanding of the
dynamics underlying speech production.
CONCLUSION
In this article we critically reviewed the literature on the time
course of lexical access.Various points were raised throughout the
article: we urged the necessity to corroborate I&L’s temporal map
through direct explorations into time course. One promising way
fordoingsoisthroughtheaccumulationofchronometricevidence
stemming from the exploration of a variety of psycholinguistic
variablesinsimpleovertnamingparadigmscombinedwithprecise
measures such as ERPs. In that manner, several studies have been
discussed which indicate that lexical access initiates within 200ms
after stimulus onset,explicitly conﬁrming I&L’s estimate. Support
for I&L’s duration of lexical selection was less clear given that
the few studies on this topic reported different latencies, roughly
between 75 and 180ms. An early positive going ERP component
(pP2) was discussed and argued to be sensitive to lexical variables.
Taking advantage of this lexically sensitive electrophysiological
marker,it was demonstrated how time course information can be
used to address cognitive questions in the ﬁeld from a novel per-
spective. In doing so, evidence was reported that the brain’s rapid
engagement in lexical selection is driven by top-down intention
to speak. To sum up, although still a lot of work needs to be done
before having a complete temporal map of language production,
the advances made in recent years are substantial and continuing
researchalongtheselinesshouldbeabletoaddresstheopenissues
concerning time course in the near future.
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